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In Chile and in other countries dedicated to salmon aquaculture, the administration of antibiotic to control different

pathologies in freshwater salmon farms is a frequent practice, mainly florfenicol (FF) to fight Salmon Rickettsial

Syndrome. The most common way to achieve all fishes receive therapy is adding FF, in appropriate concentrations,

to feed pellets once these are produced.

Since NIR spectroscopy combined with multivariate calibration had been widely used to

quantify excipients and active principles in pharmaceutical industry, in this work we use

this useful technique to quantify FF at very low concentrations in two batches of pellets;

one batch of pellets with FF and other with FF forming a complex with C (FF-C).

Materials: 3 batches of salmon feed pellet were provided by Cargill Company: 1. Pellets without antibiotic (control pellets), 2. Pellets with FF added (3.44 mg

FF/g pellet) and 3. Pellets with FF-C added (3.66 mg FF/g pellet).

Samples preparation: Samples of Calibration and validation set were created in the lab by mixing grounded control pellets with standard of FF at different

concentrations. Both batches of pellets to quantify FF were grounded.

Data acquisition: NIR spectroscopy was performed with Bruker FT-NIR spectrometer to obtained NIR spectrum in the spectral range 7097 – 3996 cm-1 (403

variables) of:

29 SAMPLES AS CALIBRATION SET: 25 samples with concentrations between 0 and 6,73 mg FF/g pellet + 4 samples with high concentrations between 9,79

and 36,54 mg FF/ g pellet.

7 SAMPLES AS VALIDATION SET: 5 samples with concentration between 2,09 and 6,46 mg FF/g pellet + 2 samples 20.41 and 32.22 mg FF/g pellet.
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Data analysis: Partial Least squares (PLS) was performed in PLS toolbox, with MATLAB R2016a. MSC and mean center were applied as preprocessing.

Venetian blinds (5 splits, 1 simple per blind) was used as cross validation method.

PLS 1: Prediction of both validation and prediction set with 
29 samples of calibration set 

Strategies to quantify a drug in a very complex matrix

Regression

Cross and external validation

 Prediction of FF in FF and FF-C pellets
FF and FF-C pellets seem to be totally 

different of the rest of the samples

FF/FF-C pellets

FF/FF-C pellets

Calibration set  29 samples + 2 spectra of FF pellets
Prediction set  1 spectrum of FF pellets + 3 spectra of FF-C pellets

PLS 2: Prediction of both validation and prediction set:

Regression

Cross and external validation

Prediction of FF in FF and FF-C pellets
Adding spectra of FF pellets to calibration 
set add variability associated with pellet 
made in the company, to the PLS model

Pellet Y measured Y predicted Y residual

FF 3.44 48.81 45.37

FF 3.44 47.85 44.41

FF 3.44 47.90 41.46

FF-C 3.66 49.86 46.20

FF-C 3.66 46.14 46.14

FF-C 3.66 47.96 47.96

Pellet Y measured Y predicted Y residual

FF 3.44 2.84 -0.59

FF-C 3.66 3.51 -0.14

FF-C 3.66 3.42 -0.23

FF-C 3.66 4.70 1.04

FF-C pellets

NIR spectroscopy and multivariate calibration were able to quantify FF 
in salmon feed pellets at very low concentrations. Adding spectra of two FF 
pellets to calibration set considerably improved the prediction, meaning there is 

an important no modeling effect in “real samples” (made in the company), 
probably related to the FF addition process.     
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